Looking for a more specialised Power Distribution Unit (PDU) with extended length power cordage and integral surge protection?

The new LMS Data PDU-6WS-H-SP-1U-3M is a high-density, horizontal placement PDU which features 6 standard UK power socket outlets to provide power to networking, data centre, PBX and broadcast level power devices within the data cabinet enclosure.

Setting the standard with regard to maximum flexibility is the inclusion of a longer, 3 metre power cordage, ideal for extending power connection, away from the data enclosure for example.

And there’s more. Integral status LED for electrical earthing indication is an important safety feature, reducing the risk of electric shock for both the attached devices and of course installation staff. Surge protection is of course built-in to all outlet sockets, increasing both MTBF and reduced data corruption for attached computing and networking devices.

Coupled with a long-life, illuminated I/O Switch, choice of certified UK power sockets together with a generous length power cord, all of which are BSI rated and fused for full compliance.

specifications:

- 6-way UK plug-socket style Power Distribution Unit (PDU)
- Compliant, 13-amp UK 3-pin socket output
- Illumination On/Off power-input rocker switch
- Generous length, 3 metre (approx.) power cable
- Lightweight design with a 1U high form-factor design
- Ideal for vertical placement in data or server enclosures
- Ideal for LAN, audio-visual, PBX, VoIP and CCTV applications
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